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5th Annual

Scholarship Fund Shoot
The 5th Annual Scholarship Fund Shoot
was held on Friday, September 26th at
Heartland Public Shooting Park. This
year 72 shooters participated in the 150
target event. Tim O’Connor, O’Connor
& Associates Insurance & Financial
Services, was the overall champion with
a score of 129. A big thank you to all
who participated in the fund raising
raffles and registration.
The 2009 NC&AA / ACI Scholarship
Fund Shoot will be at Heartland Public
Shooting Park on Friday, September 25,
2009. Please plan to join in the fun!

Mark Deetz strikes a pose for a good cause

NC&AA President’s Letter
Here we are through the third quarter already. The year has definitely flown by. It seems the older I
get the faster it goes by. We certainly could have asked for Mother Nature to cooperate more early on
but as the dust settles for the year it appears that in some areas the building has stayed strong. Other
areas have been a little slower unfortunately.
We have been through many events this year such as record numbers for the annual golf outing, even
numbers for the scholarship shoot and success at Husker Harvest Days. The golf outing and the shoot
will support our scholarship program with those funds. There is always
room for improvement though; let’s increase our numbers at both
events. It’s for a great cause. Thanks to all sponsors for both events.
Husker Harvest Days saw great numbers of show goers and everyone
who entered our booth expressed much interest in our products. Tim
Hegeholz (our promotion chairman), Jereme and the other committee
members put together a good plan for the show and executed it well.
Thanks to all the members that staffed the booth and talked with
patrons about concrete products in general and not just their type of
product. That is what makes this association so strong and has for the
last 50 years.
Editor: Paul Kostal
Beatrice Concrete Company, Inc
402-223-4013

I look forward to seeing you all soon at the annual convention in
Omaha. Don’t forget that it is our 50th year and the convention should
prove to be an even better event this time. (Party Time!)

Wes Cunningham
President NC&AA
Ready Mixed Concrete
Kearney, NE

From the Executive Director
I have just finalized our submittal for funding for the North
Central Cement Council. For those members who are not familiar
with our funding, here is a rough breakdown.

It is easy to see that our members along with the NCCC funding
account for half of our income. Each year, the Executive Director
and incoming president present to the NCCC a funding submittal
explaining our activities, objectives, and success stories. So, every
year I reflect on what we have achieved and compare those
activities to past benchmarking.
I will start with activities. Our Continuing Education program is
one particular activity that has skyrocketed. For the past year, the
NC&AA has presented and completed over 5,000 man hours
of concrete industry related programs for students, designers,
and public officials. Half of these hours are credited to our ACI
training program; the remainder is Quality Concrete Conference
and boxed lunch programs. This was the first year we tallied all
hours in order to benchmark our growth of continuing education
opportunities.

Second are objectives. Our
number one objective within the
NC&AA is promotion. How do we
measure promotion? One way the
NC&AA has measured promotion
Jereme Montgomery
is analyzing our market share in
NC&AA
regards to parking lots. RS Means
Executive Director
and the PCA have started this back
in 2005 when they sampled new
“It would be
construction in Nebraska found that
impossible to achieve
our market share was 25% in 2005
all this without your
and 28% in 2006. I have not seen
support. It makes
the 2007 results. Ash Grove Cement
going to a NCCC
then took it a step further by walking funding meeting very
in each county assessor’s offices of
easy….thank you for
the top 10 cities in Nebraska. They
all your help.”
found that in 2006, concrete parking
lots accounted for 48% of the market. Much different than
what RS Means and the PCA reported. For 2007 Ash Grove,
in cooperation with the NC&AA, found that our market share
dropped from 48% to 36%. The biggest detriment to this study
was the “big box” stores with parking lots over 100,000 sf (15%
concrete). Concrete has about 55% of the market share for
parking lots under 100,000 sf.
Lastly, we have submitted our success stories to the NCCC.
Success stories are projects that were promoted then converted
to concrete. Projects could be pervious concrete, concrete
parking lots, tilt-up buildings, etc. Over the past 3 years, we have
increased our data over 30% each year.
And all this being done with two full-time employees, 1 part-time
employee, and a lot of member help.

Success
Stories:
Promoted
projects
that were
converted
to concrete
increased
over 30%
each year.
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Safety News
Lawmakers contest OSHA – industry
alliances, demand stiffer penalties
An April 18 directive issued by the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) might interest producers who have elected
to participate in OSHA’s Voluntary Protection Program (VPP) and
Star initiatives, as it addresses operational procedures for their
administration. While changes included in the 173-page OSHA
directive are primarily internal, they include revised instructions on
how the agency is to calculate VPP benchmark injury and illness
rates; an alternate reapproval process
for VPP Star participants; and, modified
procedures for VPP applications, on-site
evaluations, and annual participant selfevaluations.
The revised benchmarking requires
on-site VPP inspection teams to review
contractors’ injury and illness rates.
The recalculated rates call for new and
current participants to compute annual
as well as three-year rates for the last
three complete calendar years.
Replacing OSHA’s expanded cooperative
effort to achieve joint safety solutions.
Consequently, OSHA claims a 2003
OSHA directive, the latest instructions
also modify procedural letters and include changes in the VPP
recognition process. A full version of the directive can be viewed
at www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/owadisp.show_document?p_
table=DIRECTIVES&p_id=3851 ; and, a summary of OSHA VPP
programs is posted at www.osha.gov/OshDoc/data_General_
Facts/factsheet-vpp.pdf.

N.R.M.C.A. Rolls Out New Safety Products
N.R.M.C.A. has made available two new safety products for the
Concrete Industry. The Safety First Combo is comprised of
“The Cement Safety Brochure” and the “Save Your Skin” dvd.
These products raise awareness about health and safety risks
of working with wet concrete and cement. The second product is
their Backing Accident Prevention Program which is a CD-based
powerpoint presentation illustrating the causes of Truck Mixer
backing accidents and the measures to take to prevent them.
Go to www.nrmca.org to review or order these products.
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OSHA THREATS
Concrete Products: June 2008

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) started showing long-term
incident rate improvement around 1993, about the time that
OSHA began implementing cooperative programs with industry.
VPP, Alliance programs, and other more conciliatory initiatives
were significant elements in OSHA’s expanded cooperative effort
to achieve joint safety solutions. Consequently, OSHA claims
credit for industry incident rate improvements.
Yet, a disparity sometimes is evident between proven avenues
to incident rate improvement and OSHA
regulatory approaches. Fertile ground for
political machination exists where industry
players face some 5,000 to 6,000 OSHA
regulations, and the agency’s regulators
are charged with enforcing compliance
to an immense volume of rules. The urge
toward saber rattling and punitive measures
apparently is irresistible for some regulators,
who now are campaigning for tactics
reminiscent of earlier, more aggressive
strategies.
On April 1, Sen. Patty Murray (D-WA),
chairing a Workplace Safety Senate
sub-committee, used language such
as “horrifying and rampant” abuses in
response to the hearing’s testimonials,
emphasizing that she would like to see far stiffer penalties
against “corporate bad actors.” Accordingly, she and Senator
Ted Kennedy (D-MA) have introduced legislation that calls for
increases as much as 40 percent in willful and repeat violation
penalties, ranging to
$100,000. In addition, proposing criminal penalties for repeat
and willful safety law violations. Murray asserted, “I am very
concerned, because the evidence shows that in the last seven
years, OSHA has been dangerously ineffective.”
Also a committee member, Sen. Barack Obama (D-IL) said in a
written statement, “OSHA needs to be reinvigorated.” He called
for additional inspectors, increased penalties for violators, and
better ways to identify the most dangerous employers.

Safety News

. . . Continued

Alcohol- and Drug-Free Mines:
Policy, Prohibitions, Testing,
Training, and Assistance

Chutes: Danger Zones
for Fingers

The proposed rule would replace the existing metal and non
metal standards for the possession and use of intoxicating
beverages and narcotics and establish a standard for all mines.
The proposed rule would designate the substances that cannot
be possessed on mine property or used while performing safetysensitive job duties, except when used according to a valid
prescription.
Mine operators would be required to establish an alcoholand drug-free mine program, which includes a written policy,
employee education, supervisory training, alcohol- and drugtesting for miners that perform safety-sensitive job duties and
their supervisors, and referrals to assistance for miners who
violate the policy.
The proposed rule would also require those who violate the
prohibitions to be removed from the performance of safetysensitive job duties until they complete the recommended
treatment and their alcohol- and drug-free status is confirmed by
a return-to-duty test.

always protect your
fingers when
working around
chutes

Attorney Outlines MSHA
Jurisdictional Issues
At the recent 2008 Michigan Aggregates Association annual
meeting, Maryland attorney Adele L. Abrams, Esq., told attendees
that the U.S. Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) is
expanding its authority.
“Not only are they cracking down hard on mining operations, but
they are also trying to expand their turf, and this impacts those of
you that have multifaceted operations,” Abrams said according
to an article in the Michigan Contractor and Builder. She added
that she had handled cases where MSHA asserted jurisdiction at
asphalt batch plants, showed up at off-site maintenance shops
that primarily work on construction equipment but might be
repairing mining equipment, and went into stockpile sales yards
that were not located at the active quarry.
“If these things happen, make sure you tell them that they have
overstepped MSHA’s jurisdiction. These are cases where you
would want to go to an expedited hearing for any citations they
issue,” said Abrams, adding that if operators allow inspectors in
and don’t dispute their jurisdiction, they effectively waive that
argument in the future.
“What we’re dealing with right now is the fallout from the
Sago Mine disaster,” she said. “The mining industry regulation
environment changed forever, I think, on Jan. 2, 2006.”

Reprinted from Aggregates
Manager (September 2008)

Accidents related to the handling of delivery chutes on concrete
mixers are responsible for many of the lost workdays of ready-mix
operators. The risk factors include the design of the supports of
the various components of the chute apparatus, the position of
the supports and controls, the layout of the rear of the mixer, the
state of the systems, and work practices. The most hazardous
work for the operator related to chutes involves deploying and
stowing them.
Earlier this year, a ready-mix driver at an aggregates operation
was seriously injured when setting up his chutes. His was the
first truck on the job, and he was simultanously talking to the
contractor as he prepared his truck to pour. He put his gloves
on and started to connect the chutes. As he was getting ready
to attach the third chute, he reached for the bottom with his left
hand to pull it into the hooks. At the same time, he let go of the
chute with his right hand, pinching his fingers squarely between
the second and third chutes.
After six hours in the emergency room, where he was in extreme
pain, he was allowed to go home. He was scheduled to return
for surgery the next week. The doctor said he though the driver
had saved his finger from being severed by wearing heavy leather
gloves.
Safety precautions highlighted by this incident include the
following:
•

Always grab, hold, and carry the chutes from the sides, never
the ends. Make it a habit!

•

Pull the chute into the hooks when holding onto the sides of
the chute. Keep one hand high to keep it from flopping over
onto the chute above.

•

Wear good leather gloves when working with chutes.

Source: Aggregates Manager Magazine – August 2008

For More CHUTES . . . see page 5
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Safety News
MSHA Publishes Mine Rescue
Team Equipment Rule
On Sept. 15, MSHA published its final rule amending its existing
standard that addresses mine rescue team equipment at mine
rescue stations serving underground mines. The final rule is
effective on Nov. 14.
Specifically, the final rule requires mine rescue stations to be
equipped with 12 self-contained breathing apparatus, each
having a four-hour capacity. A total of 12 SCBAs are required.
The rule also requires that mine rescue stations maintain supplies
applicable to supplied breathing apparatus with sufficient
amounts to sustain each team member for eight hours. There
should also be two extra, fully-charged oxygen bottles for every
six SCBAs. Finally, the rule requires that the stations be equipped
with four gas detectors approriate for each gas that may be
encountered in the mine. The type of detector is left to the
discretion of the mine operator.
The agency estimated the cost of the rule to be $250,000 for
metal/non-metal (M/NM) operators and bases these numbers on
233 underground M/NM mines with an expected population at
risk of 15,223 M/NM miners (2007).
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After this accident, the safety manager at this facility added more
emphasis on this task to operator training. He also committed
to altering the training trucks by painting the ends of chutes red
to highlight this danger in hopes that new drivers will develop
correct and safe habits from the start.
Another mixer driver’s finger recently was harmed when, as
he was lowering a discharge drop chute, his finger was caught
between the safety catch handle and the safety bar. The drop
chute safety catch had been incorrectly fitted. The manufacturer
had not supplied fitting instructions with the catch. The cut was
serious and required stitches.
This incident highlights the necessity of ensuring that each
truck’s chutes and safety mechanisms are properly fitted. A safety
catch should be positioned to give clearance of 150 millimeters
between the pivoting chute and the fixed chute.
Lessons to be learned in this case include the following:
•

If instructions for properly fitting the drop chute’s safety catch
are not provided by the manufacturer, ask for them.

•

Ensure that the safety catch is inspected regularly. With use,
wear and tear, distortion, an incorrect fitting may reduce
the clearance between the fixed and pivoting chutes. If the
clearance measures at less than 75 millimeters, repair or
replace the safety catch.

•

Wear good leather gloves with working with chutes.

Source: National Stone, Sand and Gravel Association
http://www.nssga.org/

EPA Steps Up
Storm Water Enforcement
NSSGA has learned that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
has been making surprise storm water inspections of aggregate
and ready mixed concrete facilities in the Midwest and Southeast.
EPA made storm water enforcement a top priority of the Office
of Enforcement for 2008-'09. Agency inspectors reviewed the
site's storm water permits, Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plans
and site discharge history. Agency inspectors also reviewed the
site's Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasure Plans. SPCC
plans are required at facilities that have the potential to discharge
petroleum products into a water of the U.S.
NSSGA members should make sure their sites have current state
or federal storm water permits in place and up-to-date SPCC and
SWPPP plans that include best management practices to control
high pH runoff of storm water and petroleum products. EPA's
enforcement initiative is looking at stand-alone ready mixed
concrete facilities, collocated ready mixed concrete and aggregate
facilities, and stand-alone aggregate operations. NSSGA's Storm
Water Management Guide is available at https://www.nssga.org/
commerce/store.cfm

Deploying and stowing the chutes on ready-mix trucks
is the most hazardous work for the operator

Back to School Reminders
By Johnny Schrunk, Transportation Risk Solutions, Inc.

For twenty three million students nationwide, the school day begins and ends with a trip on a school bus. The greatest risk is not riding the bus, but
approaching or leaving the bus. The school year has started again, and it is essential that adults and children know traffic safety rules.
•
•
•
•
•
•

When backing out of a driveway or leaving a garage, watch out for children walking or bicycling to school.
When driving in neighborhoods with school zones, watch out for young people who may be thinking about getting to school, but may not be
thinking of getting there safely.
Slow down. Watch for children walking in the street, especially if there are no sidewalks in neighborhood.
Slow down. Watch for children playing and congregating near bus stops.
Be alert. Children arriving late for the bus may dart into the street without looking for traffic.
Learn and obey the school bus laws in your state. Learn the "flashing signal light system" that school bus drivers use to alert motorists of
pending actions: Yellow flashing lights indicate that the bus is preparing to stop to load or unload children. Motorists should slow down and
prepare to stop their vehicles. Red flashing lights and extended stop arms indicate that the bus has stopped, and that children are getting on
or off. Motorists must stop their cars and wait until the red lights stop flashing, the extended stop sign is withdrawn, and the bus begins moving
before they can start driving again.

Guidance: Drug and Alcohol Testing

By Johnny Schrunk, Transportation Risk Solutions, Inc.

Question: Are intrastate drivers of CMVs, who are
required to obtain CDLs, required to be alcohol
and drug tested by their employer?
Guidance: Yes. The definition of commerce in
382.107 is taken from 49 U.S.C. §31301 which
encompasses interstate, intrastate and foreign
commerce.
Training Works! Here's how...
The reason we’ve listed two of the dictionary’s definitions of training is
to emphasize that the point of training is to improve performance.
1. To coach in or accustom to a mode of behavior or performance.
2. To make proficient with specialized instruction and practice.
To determine training needs, we search out problem areas such as
accidents and other costly, unplanned events (including injuries),
damages, etc. But don’t forget that there are always potential events
that should also be searched out. An effective safety/loss control
program PREVENTS losses or unplanned events before they occur.
Preventing these potential events is where the REAL payoff lies.
Exposures to unplanned events are sometimes hidden within your
operation, but they are not unknown. SOMEONE probably knows about
most, if not all of these potential events. That someone could be a
supervisor, a driver or another employee. Many times, it is beneficial to
solicit the ideas of many people in your organization (this practice also
starts the loss control program).

Don’t assume that everyone is already proficient in their assigned
duties. For example, just because a driver has lots of experience, don’t
assume that he/she has all the knowledge necessary to prevent those
“preventable accidents”. You will probably discover many questions
(and questionable performance) when those people are in the classroom
during a well-developed training program or during a well planned “ride
along”.
Training sessions can take several different approaches but they should
be developed with a definite objective clearly stated, along with a
method to check whether the training was effective. The trainees should
be able to demonstrate their comprehension of the training when
completed.
Be careful! Training can be conducted and still be INEFFECTIVE if not
conducted properly. This is a waste of time and resources. But this is true
in just about all other elements of the safety program, from awards and
recognition to safety meetings, driver retention programs and virtually all
areas. If not conducted properly, they will probably be ineffective.
The objective is probably the key to effective training. State the problem
or potential problem and how you propose to attack and eradicate the
problem. Then outline the proper methods to be used in performing the
particular task. This could be the proper set up and completion of a right
hand turn to avoid “right turn squeeze” accidents or how to eliminate
a certain cargo damage problem. Use classroom training in conjunction
with “hands on” training, self developed short video clips or videos
available from vendors, drawings, models and anything else necessary
to help demonstrate correct methods for the task. And most importantly,
involve others!
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Industry News
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State Considers Closing
Highway Funding Gap

NC&AA Member wins
Environmental Recognition Award

The House overwhelmingly (387-37) passed legislation (H.R.
6532) to transfer more than $8 billion to the Highway Trust Fund,
in part to cover a projected shortfall. The Senate may consider the
House proposal, or may develop an alternate approach to address
the anticipated deficit.

Tim Stalp is the owner of aggregate and concrete facilities in
Omaha, NE. He was one of the first in the industry to experiment
with biodiesel.

The Bush administration opposes the House bill, and wants
to close the gap with a combination of slower payments
and borrowing from the fund's
Transit Account's cash balance. The
The Senate
may consider administration issued a statement
condemning the House bill, saying it
the House
is “both a gimmick and a dangerous
proposal, or
may develop precedent that shifts costs from users
to taxpayers at large. Moreover, the
an alternate
measure would unnecessarily increase
approach to the deficit and would place any hope of
address the
future, responsible constraints on highway
anticipated
spending in jeopardy.” Supporters of the
House bill explain it would replace more
deficit.
than $8 billion in user fees transferred to
the General Fund back in 1998.

Stalp recommends
a 20% blend for
most engines, but at
times he has used
100% biodiesel in
his dredges. He also
has promoted its
use as an NSSGA
event speaker, citing
environmental,
political and
mechanical
advantages.

These ready-mixed trucks at Stalp Sand
and Gravel run on Biodiesel.

For Stalp’s efforts and continued commitment to the industry,
Rock Products Magazine has awarded him the Environmental
Excellence Award.

Rare Birds Nest in Aggregate Industries’ Quarry
A pair of peregrine falcons have made the quarry
at Aggregate Industries in Saugus, Mass., their
permanent home. The falcons were first spotted
by a couple of avid birdwatchers from the
Massachusetts Audubon Bird Atlas project, who
sighted the raptors from the adjacent Mt. Hood
Golf Course and Tower area.
Scott Colby, Aggregate Industries spokesman,
said that the falcons’ nest is located high on the
face of the quarry wall.

time any work so that we are not disruptive to
the birds,” the Aggregate officials confirmed.
The good news, says Colby, is that “our facility
is conducive to being a home for an endangered
species even though it is an active industrial site.
The birds can co-exist with us,” he added.
“Many people think quarries are uninhabitable
for wildlife, but animals and birds can coexist
quite happily together,” said Colby who
mentioned that plenty of wildlife could be found
at Aggregate’s other quarries in New England. In
fact, Aggregate Industries has produced a book
about the wildlife component in the quarries, he
said.

“You can’t get very close, but you can see them
clearly with binoculars,” added Colby who noted
that until recently there were chicks in the nest.
Peregrine Falcon
“When they are nesting, we need to stay away
from the area, and we are doing so,” added
“We will keep an eye out for the birds. Now that we are aware of
Colby. “We are not blasting or working in the area where they
them,
we can be a home to an endangered species and help that
are located at this moment.”
population recover,” commented Colby.
Operation manager Bill Robinson affirmed that the 200-foot
From: National Stone, Sand and Gravel Association (http://www.
deep quarry is not being excavated now. “In the future, we’ll
nssga.org/)

More

Industry News

Concrete Pavement Analyst Version 3 Finalized
NRMCA's Concrete Pavement Analyst (CPA) is a powerful parking area concrete promotion
design and costing software tool that quickly and accurately quantifies the differences between
concrete and asphalt pavements. Using ACI and Asphalt Institute recommendations, CPA
compares total ownership costs, providing specifiers the information they need to make sound
pavement decisions. Since Version 1 was introduced in 2004, thousands of ready mixed concrete
professionals have used it to make the compelling case for concrete.
Version 3 features:
•

A new asphalt cost calculator – allows for easy conversion of in-place square foot
cost to in-place per ton cost.

•

The ability to include aggregate sub base into concrete cost calculation to more accurately reflect real-life designs.

•

Re-formatted, user-friendly reports are concise, easy-to-read.

•

Updated default values for material and labor costs.

Existing CPA discs can be traded in for Version 3 for $3.50 each. Without trade-in, new copies are $25 for members/partners ($100 for
non-members). Existing CPA Program Partners pay only $5.00 for new discs. Organizations can become partners through a purchase of
100 discs for $1000.

August PPI:
Asphalt and Steel
Race to Top of
Price Chart
Asphalt prices logged another large
monthly gain, increasing 9.8% from July
to August, while steel prices rose 2%
over the same period for the 10th straight
monthly hike, according to the August
Producer Price Index (PPI). Lumber prices
increased 0.6% in August. Concrete
declined slightly (0.1%). Over the last year,
steel prices are up 40.8% and asphalt has
increased 46.6%. Concrete prices are up
3.6% and lumber prices are down 5%.
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Transportation Risk Solutions, Inc. in partnership with
USIS, is proud to announce a DOT-Compliant Drug &
Alcohol Testing Package, targeting Ready-Mix / Sand &
Aggregate CDL Holders which includes:

•
•

Free Enrollment in the Nation’s Leading Drug and Alcohol
Testing Program (Exclusive Program)
Special per-test price

•

Compliance materials data disks
--Sample Drug and Alcohol Testing Policy
--Record-Keeping Forms

•

Complimentary license for online supervisor training
program (FMCSR 382.603)

PIN PRIZES

•

Over 15,000 collection sites in all 50 states

•

Post-accident service, including 24-hour emergency testing

Hole #1 – closest to pin any shot over creek = MIKE CHILDS
Hole #2 – closest to pin any shot off green = BRIAN SCHAEFER
Hole #3 – longest drive in fairway = JOHN OETTER
Hole #4 – closest to pin tee shot = CLYDE WILBERGER
Hole #5 – closest 2nd shot = DWIGHT WILLIAMS
Hole #6 – closest to pin tee shot = PAT GORUP
Hole #7 – closest to pin any shot off green = STEVE WOBKEN
Hole #8 – Longest putt = JIM HOLMES
Hole #9 – closest 3rd shot = STEVE WEIDENHAMMER
Hole #10 – closest to pin any shot off green = GILBERT WILSON
Hole #11 – closest to pin tee shot = PETE SOBETSKI
Hole #12 – longest putt on green = SAM PORTER
Hole #13 – closest 3rd shot = DON VOGES
Hole #14 – Longest putt on green = JUDD STOLTENBURG
Hole #15 – closest 2nd shot = JOE SOUCIE
Hole #16 – closest to pin tee shot = CODY HARRIS
Hole #17 – closest to pin any shot over water = JEFF BRYAN
Hole #18 – Longest drive in fairway = RYAN ALT

•

Certified random testing process

•

Multiple report delivery options, including internet,
interactive voice response (IVR), and fax

•

Customized program setup

•

Fully DOT-compliant program

Minimum Cost Savings
Regular Cost

Your Cost

USIS Enrollment Fee

$169

$0 (FREE)

Online Training* (Per License)

$50

$0 (FREE)

Compliance Materials

$39

$0 (FREE)

Additional discounts may apply. *Restrictions apply.
To enroll in this EXCLUSIVE PROGRAM offered by Transportation Risk Solutions
please call the USIS Gateway (Mindy Petska) at 800-288-8504 ext. 4
and request this program enrollment (CODE PSCI) or mention Johnny
Schrunk. Meet Mindy Petska, your exclusive enrollment contact!
Mindy knows the business! During her nearly ten years of service with USIS, she has
focused on sales to state trucking association members and accounts of all sizes.
Mindy is an expert in DOT Drug and Alcohol programs. Her attention to detail and
capacity to respond to your special requirements produce results!

FLIGHT WINNERS
FLIGHT #1

First place – Steve Weidenhammer, Ben Ricceri,
John Oetter, Jim Holmes
Second place – Mark Hoffman, Bill Sutton, Joe Flott
Third place – Ryan Alt, Jerry Elfring, Chet Kliewer, Michele Kluver
FLIGHT #2

First place – Jeff Bryan, Mike Arps, Mike Willman, Paul Kostal
Second place – Brian Engel, Samantha Porter, Kirk Havranek,
Tim Hegeholz
Third place – Terry Rogers, Charlie Beeler, Gilbert Wilson,
Doug Carrol

GOLF Tourney SPONSORS
GOLD = Scott Van Keppel, Lyman Richey Corp, Holcim,
CON-E-CO, McNeilus Truck & Mfg Inc.
SILVER = Cyclonaire, Grace Construction Products, Quantum
Aggregate Supply, Paulsen Inc.
BRONZE = Nebraska Ash, Rose Equipment, Thiele Geotech,
Road Builders Machinery & Supply Co., Lafarge,
Beatrice Concrete, NMC (Nebraska Machinery Co),
Olsson Associates, Kearney Concrete, Odell Concrete
Pumping Services, Martin Marietta Materials
BEVERAGE SPONSOR = Scott Van Keppel

ACI, NDOR and NRMCA

Training Schedule Just Released
The 2008 – 2009 ACI, NDOR, and NRMCA training
schedule has been set for the upcoming season. The
NC&AA will administer the certification programs again this
year in partnership with the ACI Nebraska Chapter and the
Nebraska Department of Roads.
The programs scheduled for this year are ACI Field
Testing Grade I, NDOR Concrete Field Inspector, Level I,
ACI Concrete Flatwork Finisher Technician, ACI Concrete
Strength Testing Technician, NDOR Concrete Plant
Technician, Level II, and NRMCA Pervious Concrete
Certification.

Registration forms for the upcoming
training programs will be available
soon at www.nebrconcagg.com
For your convenience, NC&AA is now accepting credit cards
(VISA, Mastercard and Discover).
Questions?

Contact Rochelle at 402-325-8414

NDOR Field Inspector -- Level I
ACI Concrete Field Testing Technician -- Level I
Schedule is Based on Demand

Tues/Wed/Thurs
Tues/Wed/Thurs
Tues/Wed/Thurs
Tues/Wed/Thurs
Tues/Wed/Thurs
Tues/Wed/Thurs

December 2 NDOR, 3 ACI, 4 ACI (2008)
December 9 NDOR, 10 ACI, 11 ACI (2008)
January 20 NDOR, 21 ACI, 22 ACI (2009)
January 27 NDOR, 28 ACI, 29 ACI (2009)
February 10 NDOR, 11 ACI, 12 ACI (2009)
April 7 NDOR, 8 ACI, 9 ACI (2009)

Gering / Scottsbluff, NE
Norfolk, NE
Lincoln, NE
Omaha, NE
North Platte, NE
Kearney, NE

(Based on Demand)

NDOR Concrete Plant Technician -- Level II
Tues/Wed/Thurs
Tues/Wed/Thurs

March 10, 11, 12 (2009)
March 24, 25, 26 (2009)

Lincoln, NE
North Platte, NE

ACI Concrete Strength Testing Technician
Tuesday
Tuesday

February 3 (2009)
March 3 (2009)

Lincoln, NE
Lincoln, NE

ACI Flatwork Finisher
Thursday/Friday

February 12, 13 (2009)

Lincoln, NE

NRMCA Pervious Certification
Friday

February 6 (2009)

Lincoln, NE

(Based on Demand)

NEBRASKA CONCRETE AND AGGREGATES ASSOCIATION

ACI / NDOR
ACI / NDOR
ACI / NDOR
ACI / NDOR
ACI / NDOR
ACI / NDOR
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The Nebraska Concrete & Aggregates Association exhibited at the 2008
Husker Harvest Days. This 3 day event drew in more than 200,000
people. Husker Harvest Days is the worlds largest totally irrigated farm
expo.
The NC&AA exhibited Pervious Concrete, Decorative Concrete,
Insulated Concrete Forms, Storm Shelters, Hog Slats, Feed Bunks, and
even a Concrete Canoe. Also, we presented live demonstrations and
presentations twice a day.
Thanks to all of you who volunteered your time to help with this exhibit.

Industry Calendar
October 8, 2008
October 22, 2008
October 24, 2008
October 27, 2008
November 5, 2008
November 12, 2008
December 10 or 11, 2008
December 10, 2008
December 17, 2008
January 7 & 8, 2009
January 14, 2009
January 15, 2009
February 3 - 6, 2009
February 19 - 20, 2009

Board of Directors Meeting
NC&AA Convention Committee Meeting
Pervious Concrete Contractor Certification (Rapid City, SD)
Omaha Public Works Training -- Basics in Concrete
APWA Hospitality (Kearney, NE)
Board of Directors Meeting
NACO Hospitality
NC&AA Long-Range Planning Meeting
Board of Directors Meeting
NCPA Paving Workshop
Quality Concrete Conference (Kearney, NE)
Quality Concrete Conference (Omaha, NE)
World of Concrete (Las Vegas, NV)
NC&AA 50th Annual Convention (Embassy Suites, Omaha, NE)

NEBRASKA CONCRETE AND
AGGREGATES ASSOCIATION
6000 Cornhusker Highway
Lincoln, NE 68507
402-325-8414
ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

